Ultrasensitive Capture, Detection, and Release of Circulating Tumor Cells Using a Nanochannel-Ion Channel Hybrid Coupled with Electrochemical Detection Technique.
With the growing demands of the early, accurate, and sensitive diagnosis for cancers, the development of new diagnostic technologies becomes increasingly important. In this study, we proposed a strategy for efficient capture and sensitive detection of circulating tumor cells (CTCs) using an array nanochannel-ion channel hybrid coupled with an electrochemical detection technique. The aptamer probe was immobilized on the ion channel surface to couple with the protein overexpressed on the CTCs membrane. Through this special molecular recognition, CTCs can be selectively captured. The trapped CTCs cover the ion channel entrance efficiently, which will dramatically block the ionic flow through channels, resulting in a varied mass-transfer property of the nanochannel-ion channel hybrid. On the basis of the changed mass-transfer properties, the captured CTCs can be sensitively detected using the electrochemical linear sweep voltammetry technique. Furthermore, due to the amplified response of array channels compared to that of a single channel, the detection sensitivity can be enhanced greatly. The results showed that acute leukemia CCRF-CEM (a type of CTC) concentration as low as 100 cells mL-1 can be successfully captured and detected. The present method provides a simple, sensitive, and label-free technique for CTCs capture, detection, and release, which would hold great potential in the early clinical diagnosis and treatment of cancers.